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PREFACE
 

This report presents details of the design and testing of the
 
rice husk fueled Stirling engine that is the focis of this
 
project's activities. The project engine is still being tested
 
and modified and it is anticipated that it will undergo another
 
round of changes during the next few months as performance and
 
durability are improved.
 

A number of inquiries have been received from 
 a
aps which
 
are working on Stirling engines or which are considering

applications for Stirling engines. 
 An interest has been expressed

to have details of the design and performance of the project

engine, this report attempts to satisfy this interest and in
 
addition provides some background information on particular issues
 
related to design and fabrication problems that have been
 
encountered during the course of 
the project.
 

It is important to understand that the design given in this
 
report has not been fully developed yet and is not yet suitable
 
for manufacture or for operation by inexperienced personnel.
 

There are a number of inconsistencies and omissions in the
 
design drawings. Because of on-going changes being made in the
 
engine, the time that it takeS-to make drawings and the limited
 
facilities of the project it is not possible to make a single set
 
of drawings that give accurate details of every component, even as
 
this report is finalized additional design changes are being made
 
in the engine design. This should not detract from the intended
 
purpose of this report to provide information on the configuration

of the engine and on the experience gained so far in methods of
 
fabrication and test running.
 

At the end of the project a final report, similar in format
 
to this one, will be prepared which will give details of the final
 
design which is expected to be suitabl6 for manufacture and
 
routine use. 
 The final report will not dwell on the various
 
design and fabrication avenues that were explored and abandoned
 
but will go into greater detail regarding the procedures used the
 
final design. The final report will be intended more as a guide

for manufacturers, though it will also be of interest to research
 
and development groups.
 

L. Merrick Lockwood
 
Project Manager
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DISCLAIMERS
 

The engine which is described here is designed to be
 
pressurized with air to 3 to 5 bar while in operation and the
 
heater is designed to operate at a temperature of 6500C. The
 
parts of the engine subjected to high pressures should be
 
hydrostatically tested as discussed in Section III C and suitable
 
precautions observed during operation of this or similar engines.

Any production version of this type of engine should incorporate
 
systems to prevent over pressurization and operation at
 
excessively high temperatures.
 

This design is described here in the hope that it will be of
 
assistance to other groups engaged in Stirling engine research and
 
design. 
The design is not yet suited for manufacture at this
 
time. 
 Furthermore The United States Agency for International
 
Development, the Asia Foundation, Kumudini Welfare Trust of Bengal

and Sunpower, Incorporated accept no responsibility for injury or
 
loss resulting from efforts to duplicate or use the engine
 
described here.
 

U. original prototype engine for this project was designed
 
by Sunpower, Incorporated. The engine that is described here
 
represents the results of two re-design cycles carried out in
 
Bangladesh and continuous modification of individual components.

These design changes have been aimed at better adapting the design
 
to local production methods and solving problems that emerged

while operating the prototype and subsequent models. In addition
 
the auxiliaries (blower, compressor and cooling water pump) have
 
been designed and/or added to the system in Bangladesh as the
 
prototype relied on electrically powered auxiliaries. It should
 
be understood that because of the extensive changes made to the
 
design in Bangladesh, any problems encountered with this design

should not be attributed to the design of the original prototype.
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I. SUMMARY
 

The objective of the Rice Husk Energy Project is 
to develop

the design of a small (5 horsepower) rice husk fueled Stirling

engine that will be suitable for manufacture in Bangladesh and for
 
powering smiall 
rice mills in rural areas of the country.
 

The project initially consisted of three phases. In Phase I
 
Sunpower, Incorporated of Athens, Ohio was contracted by the Asia
 
Foundation to design the Stirling engine and make a prototype

which was demonstrated at the end of Phase I. 
 In Phases II and
 
III, in Bangladesh, engines were made, tested and modified.
 
Because power and performance targets had not been achieved by May

1985 the project was extended through the addition of Phases A and
 
B. Phase A was scheduled through November 1985 to further test
 
and report on the present (second intermediate) model of the
 
engine. Phase B will extend from December 1985 through May 1986,

during this time the engine will go through another re-design 
cycle to consolidate the many modifications already in use and to
 
resolve some outstanding problems. 

This report presents the details of the present design,

mainly for the use of other research and development groups that
 
are involved with Stirling engine design and development.
 

The first part of this report describes the engine and 
discusses certain aspects of design and production. As this 
report is intended primarily for research and development groups 
no details are presented on routine methods of fabrication, though 
a few unusual methods are discussed. A number of design options
that were tried and rejected are presented here as these will be 
of interest to others who are considering possible modifications
 
that could be incorporated in this or similar designs. 

In addition to the description of activities the report there
 
are Appendices which include projections of production costs for
 
the engine, operating data, photographs of the three engines
 
produced so far and detailed design drawings.
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II. BACKGROUND
 

A. THE STIRLING ENGINE 

The Stirling or 'hot air' engine was developed in the earlypart of the 1800's as an alternative to steam power. In the
Stirling engine a displacer moves a volume of air within the
engine back and forth between a hot space and a cold space. As
the air enters the hot part of the engine it expands and the
mechanical arrangement is such that this expansion drives the
engine's piston through its power stroke. During the remaining
part of the cycle the displacer moves the air back to the cold 
space of the engine where it cools and is compressed by the pis-ton
prior to repeating the cycle. 

Many of the advantages of the Stirling engine are due to -the
fact that it is an external combustion engine and that the working
gas (air in this case) inside the engine is used over and ovei
again. Because the Stirling engine operates from an externa_ teat 
source it does not require use of the refined fuels that are 
necessary for operating intcrrial combustion engines. This opens
up the possibili-ty of using renewable sources of energy such as
charcoal, wood, rice husk and solar energy as well as the more
conventional fossil fuels such as diesel oil, kerosene, natural 
gas and coal. 

Because the is burned thefuel not inside working area of theengine the moving parts are not exposed to corrosive combustion 
products and consequently wear is significantly reduced. Air does 
not enter or leave the erigirne in the operating cycle so there are 
no complex valves and the engine itself has no carburettor,
precision fuel injection equipment or ignition system. The result 
is a mechanically simple engine design. 

The ear~ly Stirling engines did however suffer from being very 
bulky and heavy machines for the amount of power that they
produced. Modern materials and design procedures have led to 
smaller and lighter Stirling engines for a given power output,
however designs of type in this projectthe used still result in 
an engine that is significantly larger than an internal combustion
engine of comparable power. If one considers that a Stirling
engine operating on a renewable fuel is equivalent "to an internal
combustion engine with its own built in refinery, it will bequickly recognized that the larger size is a small price to pay
for this versatility. 
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B. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
 

The objective of 
the Rice Husk Energy Project has been to
develop and introduce a 5 horsepower engine which utilizes rice
husk as its fuel and is suitable for powering a No.4 rice huller.

Such a milling system is independent of electricity and diesel
fuel supplies. It will provide a savings fuel toon the users asit derivej its power from a byproduct of the milling operation and
because of its independence of electrical supply lines the engine
can be installed anywhere in the country. 

A 5 horsepower engine represents the smallest size that is
suitable for use with presently available rice 
milling machinery.There were -two important reasons for selecting -the smallest enginesize as a target for this project. The first reason was to keep-the purchase cost of the unit as low as possible so tliat it wouldbe within the financial means of the iargest possible numbe.' ofentrepreneurs in rural areas of Bangladesh. Secondly, it is felt
that a large number of small rice mills widely scattered through

the countryside are more suited for rural areas where theproduction and consumption of rice is also widely scattered. Byhaving many small mills spread throughou-t the countryside thetypical houfiehold to mill distance will be small and those living
in rural areas could benefit from the economic advantages of
machine rice milling without being penalized by high
transportation costs associated wi tli long household to mill 
distances.
 

C. PROJECT ACTIVITIES
 

During Phase I (July 1981 to August 1982) Sunpower, Inc. ofAthens, Ohio was contracted by the Asia Foundation to develop the
design of the project engine and to make a prototype engine to
demonsLraLe the feasibility of a rice husk fueled Stirling engine
for providing 5 horsepower. Simultaneously, in Bangladesh the
facilities for the project were being set up. Equipment was
ordered and an area on the premises of Kumudini Welfare Trust wasrenovated and prepared to house the project. The facilitLies that were set up included a workshop, a pilot rice mill arid laboratory
a-nd office facilitles. Phase [ concluded with the successful
testing of the prototype rice husk fueled Stirling engine during afinal Phase I evaluation at Sunpower's facility in Athens, Ohio. 

At the beg:inning of Phase II the prototype engine was shipp,edto Bangladesh, set up and first run in December 1982. Tiheproblems that were encountered in operating the prototype helped
in making decisions regarding design modifications in the firstintermediate model which was*first run in November of 1983. Thisengine was entirely fabricated in Bangladesh except for the 
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stainless steel heater which was the one used on the prototype
that had been made by Sunpower in the U.S.A. 

Based on the experience gained in making and running thefirst intermediate model of the engine a further series of changeswere made affecting virtually every component and a new engine wasfabricated. This second intermediate model also incorporated, forthe first time, an integral engine-powered blower which allowedthe furnace to be opearted independently of the electricity supply(both thie prototype and th first Intermediate model of the englnehad relied on an electric blower for supplying the combustion airto the furnace). The second intermediate model ran for the first
time on June 18th, 1984. 

From August till of 1984'lovember attention was focused
mainly on setting up a braztng furnace which would make itpossible to carry out the high temperature (1,1000C) brazing ofthe heat exchanger elements to the heater head. During the periodthat the braz ing furnace was being constructed arid tested a plainheater was fabricated to evaluate 'the possibility of using thissimpler configuration as an a'ttemplt at eliminating the need for
 
brazing.
 

Originally the project was envisioned as being implemented inthree phases of one year each. This assumed that the prototype
engine would be production ready with only minor adaptationslocal manufacture in Bangladesh. The 

for 
criteria for the prototype

engine were; the ability to operate using rice husk as its fuelwith a reasonable rate of husk consumption, to produce 5 horsepower of useable power after auxiliaries, and to be manufacturable
in Bangladesh. While the prototype engine satisfied all of theserequirements the engine had not been tested for extended periodsat full power and the auxiliaries (furnace blower, cooling water pump and compressor) had not been integrated with the design.Cooling water was provided to 'the prototype engine from the citywater supply and the blower, compressor and husk iced wereelectrically operated. Thtus more modification and testing was
required than had originally 
 been conceived, though in retrospectthis kind of activity should have been forseen. and it was perhapsoverly optimist i.c to expect a newly developed prototype to be
production ready right away. 

This additional work has resulted in lengthening of phasesand, from June 1985, the extension of the project with a Phase Aand Phase B. Phase A, which extenids from June through November1985 was In tended to provide time to test the second intermediatemodel of the engine and prepare this Second Interim Report on thedesign of tihe engine. in Phase B, extending from December
through Hay 1986 the engine design 

1985 
will be modified and a preproduction engine fabricated'and demonstrated. the ofAt end thisperiod a final report will be issued with design information on 

the latest engine. 
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III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF PROJECT ENGINE
 

A. DESCRIPTION OF"THE PROJECT ENGINE 

From the outset of the project priority has been given to 
arriving at a design of a Stirling engine which not only uses 
biomass as a fuel but which is also suited for use in rural 
situations in third world countries and can be manufactured in 
these countries. Because of these objectives a number of 
constraints are imposed on the materials and manufacturing methods 
that can be used, however this is balanced by far less stringent
requirements in respect to power to weight ratio and overall size 
of the unit. This is particularly the case for rice milling where 
the engine is stationary and portability is riot a significant 
factor.
 

A target of the project has been to make the Stirling engine
with materials and technology that are curi'ertly avi1.at1e in the 
country. This has, for the most part, been possible however in 
the end it was found necessary to rely on piston rings made of a 
material (PTFE) that is not presently available in Bangladesh.
Most of the bear-ings used in the project engine have been obtained 
locally with tlhe exception of one which has been procured
specially for the engine. This and ot-her bearings which may
contribute to the increased durabil.ity of the engine can be 
ordered through local s Upp.ierS. 

The project engine uses stairless steel for components
exposed to high temperatures and this allows operation with 
temperatures in the range of 650oC at the heater. The pistori and 
displacer operate in the same cylinder and the movement of the 
displacer is controlled by means of a bellcrank arrangement that 
provides for the necessary phasing of displacer movement in 
respect to piston movement. In order to achieve the required 
power output of 5 horsepower without resortig -to exotic heat 
resisting materials and hig operating pressures tihe design has 
gone towards a large displacemert, over 7 liters. This has 
resulted in large moving parts arid tihe oper-ting speed of the 
engine has been kept low, 720 rpm, in order to avoid balancing
problems that would necessitate complicated mechanical solutions. 

In the process of adapting tLe design of the prototype for 
local manufacture much use has been made of cast iron. The 
disadvantage of cast iron is that its use tends to increase the 
weight of components. This is compersated for by thre low cost of 
cast iron, the elimination of the cost and quality control 
problems associated with welding, and the ease with which cast 
iron components can be accurately m-chined to a finished part. 
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B. DETAILS OF ENGINE COMPONENTS
 

1. Heater (Fig.3,4,5,6)
 

The heater is one of the most critical parts of the engine. 
It must operate under conditions of high temperature and pressure

so it is made mostly of 304 stainless steel. In order -to get
adequate heat exchange surface the original design incorporated

external fins and an internal corrugated heat exchanger which were
fixed in place by furnace brazing in order to provide adequate
thermal contact. Because of the relatively high cost of stainless
steel and the sophisticated methods of fabrication employed the
heater is the most costly single component arid Is the most
difficult to make. When work on the engine commenced in
Bangladesh a number of avenues were pursued in order to try to
solve problems of local manufacturability and in an effort to
reduce overall costs. Some of these were successful and have been
incorporated in the design discussed here while others were not
 
successful and have been abiandoned.
 

The original design for the heater of the engine consists of 
a welded stainless steel assembly -to which both the external and
internal heat exchanger elements were furnace brazed. The heater
dome was formed by clamping a stainless steel blank to a heavy
plate and bulging it to a convex formii with hydraulic pressure.
This was welded to a machined ring of stainless steel which was in 
turn welded to the heater can. The shoulder between the heater 
can and the regenerator housing was ring cut from halfa inch
thick stainless steel plate and -the regeneraLor housing was welded 
to a mild steel flange which was drilled so that it could be
bolted to the engine body. An internal stainless steel liner 
separated from the heater can by a corrugated interrial heat
exchanger and the external heat exchanger fins were tack welded in 
position and furnace brazed with a nickel based filler to provide
the required thermal contact. For the prototype tungsten inert
 
gas (TIG) welding was used for all stainless steel components and
-the heater was sent out to specialists for furnace brazing. 

Several alternative methods of forming the heater dome were
tried or considered. Attention was focused Initia].ly on spinning 
a stainless steel blank -to form the dome. Early trials of

spinning thin stainless steel proved problematic due to the 
tendency for the metal to harden. While this method is still a
possibility it would require heavy duty hydraulically operated
equipment and might involve annealing the b.Lank several times, so
it was abandoned. The next approaci to try explosive formingwas 
and this turned out to be very mrtccessful. Using a cast iron die
made in the project workshop and locally available fireworks types
of explosives, it has been possible to forim a piece for the heater 
which is cut -to form the dome arj( the shoulder for the regenerator
housing. In this way the machiinl'd attaching ring for -the dome and 
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the half inch thick machined piece for the regenerator housinghave been eliminated thus saving cost and complexity in
fabrication.
 

As TIG welding equipment 
 and inert gases are not readilyavailable in Bangladesh, all stainless steel welding has been donewith conventional arc weldJag equipment and flux coated stainlesssteel welding electrodes. These have proven successful in
fabricating the heater, it remains to be seen what the life
these joints will. be when exposed to 
of
 

thie operating temperatures of
the engine.
 

During Phase II, in an 
 effort to theavoid complexitysetting up a brazing furnace, a heater 
of 

was fabricated which didnot require furnace brasing. A grooved inner surface replaced theoriginal corrugated stainless stel,] sheet. used for the internalheat exchangejr. This was formed by milling 3 millimeter deepgrooves in 1/4 inch stainl.ess steel plate before rulling it toform the heater can. The external heat exchange surface wasformed by stainless steal pins which were stud welded to theoutside of the heater can. For this purpose a special stud welderwas designed and fabricated in the project workshop. The secondintermediate engine was first operated witlh this "welded" heaterbut the internal clearance for air flow was too small and this puta heavy load on the displacer linkage thewith result that thebellcrank eventually collapsed. While this failure was due inpart to the inadequate strength of the bellcrank this design wasabandoned because of the difficulty of stud welding and groovecutting and because the likelihood was that the pins would burnaway at their ends in a relatively short period. Siabsequently thefurnace brazing facility was built and a locally fabricated,
brazed heater was made. 

While the brazing facility was under construction a plainheater was made which does not incorporate any special measuressuch as brazing, welding or grooving to increase the heat exchangesurface area, however the heater can was lengthened by 50% toincrease the heat exchange -,rea. 

Initial comparisons have indicated that the plain heater doesnot perform as well as the brazed heater but that the differenceis not very great, perhaps 10% Ifless. further testing confirmsthese initial results it will be possibl.e to use the plain heaterand elimi nate the need for the furnace brazing which is the only
operation in fabr tca ting the project engine which can not beeasily done in third world countries. 
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2. Regenerator
 

The regenerator material that has been used in the engines up
to the present time is a commercially available material made ofknitted stainless steel P:ire. Two approaches have been taken
towards the local production of 
a suitable regenerator material.

The first approach has 
ben to procure suitable (0.004 in,
diameter) stainless steel wire and arrange to have it knitted

locally. 
 Some problems hive been encountered with this method,
the fine gauge stainless steel wire is 
not readily available, the
price of 
such fine wire is high, and it has not been a simple as
originally thought to have 
i knitted locally. Because of these
problems attention has been concentrated on 
the second approach
which is to generate fine slta:Lr!less steel turnings on a lathe that
will be suitable in thickness and packing qualities to be used as
regenerator material. 
 This has the added advantages that the
materials cost will be 
a fraction of that for obtaining the wire
and nothing has to be specially imported. It has yet to be
determined if the necessary aerodynamic and heat transfer
 
qualities are mainLained.
 

3. Cooler (Flig.8)
 

In the prototype the body of the engine was 
an aluminum
casting that doubled as 
the cooler. In order to reduce the size
of the aluminum casting the first intermediate model was designed

with a cast iron body and a cooler sleeve that was inserted
between the body and the cylinder liner. 
 Even with the smaller
casting a major problem has been to get aluminum castings that are
not porous. 
 The cooler which is presently being used in theengine was machined from the best of about six casting attempts
however it still allows somc 
air to leak into the cooling water.
Efforts were made to develop a system of gravity diecas ti.ng andthere is 
some promise in this approach however there is 
a strong
case for looking at alternative cooler configurations to increase

cooler efficiency no further experimentation with gravity
diecasting was stopped. 
 Slotting the external grooves and
internal fins of the cooler and the other machining operations
have riot proved to be a prob].em. If an aluminum cooler were to beused in a final design, cons ideration would have to be given toproblems of corrosion over loiig periods and how thnis 
could be
 
avoided.
 

4. Cylinder (Fig.9)
 

The prototype engine incorporated a steel cylinder liner that
 was finish bored after being shrink fitted in the aluminum

body/cooler. The cylinder liner was 
coated with a PTYE based
compound in order to reduce friction and preven-t corrosion. Some
difficulty was encountered in th prototype with the cylinder
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going out of round. Because of the changes in the cooler design
and in order to facilitate removal and replacement, the cylinder
liners for the first and second intermediate model were designed
to be made of cast iron. This arrangement solved the problem of
replaceabil.ty and the cast iron surface is superior to steel in 
respect to corrosion resistate arid frictioLn when no PTi'FE conting 
is used.
 

Problems were encountere, in getting non-porous castings for 
the cylinder l:[:ier and after several attempts even the best liner 
had a small area that leaked slightly. Also, there was still a
problem with the liner going oval towards the end in which the 
displacer runs. This appeared to be due to the relatively thin 
wall thickness of tie cylin der li.ner, early vers ions had a 5 min 
thick wall. in the dispLaceo end. Al Lhough the wall thickness in 
this area was later increased to 7 mm some ovality still 
developed. 

5. Crankcase (Fig. 11,12) 

The crancase of the prototype engine was fabricated by
welding mild steel parts Logether to form a crankcase integral
with the bearing case. One difficulty that was encountered was 
that there was no way to inspect the working mechanism of the 
engine after it had been assembled in order to check alignment, 
wear, etc. The crankcase of the first intermediate model of the 
project engine made during Phase Ii was redesigned to be made from 
cast .ron. TIliis decision r'eflee Ls tIe good foundry and machining 
capabilitie,, buut relaLively poor we ding skills available ill
Bangladesh . At l,h same tium an access cover" was builLt into the
crankcase opposite tLe f..ywheel to a1.low for easy inspe, Li o and 
to facilitaNt;, assembl1y op.rations 

A problem encountered with the first intermediate model was 
the excessive shake in the overhliurg crancaso due in part to the 
greater mass of some of the reciprocatinig components. In an 
effort to locate the crankshaft as close to the foundation as 
possible so as to reduce the effecs; of this shake and for a
number of other reasons, lhe c i' w ken sfor the second intermediate 
model of the engine was desini) .mso thatthe: engine could be 
operated in vert.ical posit ion . However, it was subsequen tl.y
decided not to pursue the idea of vertical oriientatiu for the 
eng 7ne because oC tle time tLaL wou l.d he requ.red to develo.) a 
suitable furnace arrangemen t anid th[lie pro -prolut Cli ergine was 
mounted in a hiiosoiila.I, po; I. 1p,;lon for testing with the ex is ting
furnace so Lial tleLsL runnin. could proceed[. ['i rany redesign of 
the e .i., , if the [ oroniL al orin l,NLi. Is'..n maLnLamied tie 
present f
cran kca se would be modf];I u(t oIed iaiilitato attachmenit 
directly to the foundation. Alternative.y, if a vertica. 
orientation is used the furnace would need to be modiffied. 
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Ten bolts attach the crankcase to the body of the engine.
 
The form of the (rankcase shown in Figures 1.1 and 12 does not
 
provide adequate clearance for four of the HIO bolt heads and the
 
pattern and core was modified slightly to solve this problem

before casting was undertaken.
 

6. Bearing Case (Fig.13, 

The crankshaft of the prototype engine incorporated a needle
 
bearing, a ball bearing race and a pressure seal made from a
 
filled PTFE mater]al. In the intermediate model two ball bearing
 
races were used with a greased leather pressure seal and the
 
general arrangement was modified to suit the use 
of cast iron
 
components. 
The greased leather pressure seal was satisfactory
for a period buL after a few rounds of disassemb.y and :eassembly
it was prone to leakjng. In the pro-producLion engine the design 
was again clanged, this time utilizing two taper roller bearings
(30209 and 302.10) and a ,onventioi al automotive type oil seal in 
place of the leaLher pressure seal. This sealing arrangement has 
worked well so far with no signs of leaking after many short runs 
over a period of onie and a half years and many disassembly cycles. 

The taper bearings have worked well with the correct
 
adjustment of play made with a nut and locknut on the crankshaft,

somewhat simi.lar to the arrangement on the front wheel of an
 
au Lomobile.
 

A 3 millimeter diameter O-ring provides a pressure seal
 
between the bearing case and the cran cse. 
The O-ring is
 
superior to a regular Basket as the axial localion can not change 
as it would with a gasket compressing, or worse yet by using a
gasket of the wrong thickness. Another advantage of the 0-ring in 
this applicaticn is its tolerance to repeated disassembly and 
reassembly. As with th crankshaft pressure sea]. the O-rings used
 
on the crankcase have not had to be replaced over a year and a
 
half of much opening and closing.
 

7. Crankshaft (l'ig.14) 

The prototype incorporated a crannkshaft fitted with a
 
mach]ned steel counLerweighL/web. In order to reduce costs and
 
simplify the production operations. Bgoth the intermediate model
 
and the pre-production model of the engine have incorporated
built-up cranikshafts usinp mild steel for tle crankshaft and the 
throw and cast iron for the counterweight and the web. In order 
to provide better balancing the counterweight was made 
significantly heavier tan in the prototype. 
This arrangement has 
worked very satisfactorily and is a relatively simple arid 
inexpensive way of producing the cranksbaft assembly. 
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8. Flywheel (Fig.16)
 

A persistent problem that has been encountered in the project

has been a suitable design for keying the flywheel to the
 
crankshaft. Many times puzzling and sometimes alarming noises
 
turned out to result from play between the crankshaft and the 
flywheel. In order to avoid this problem the first of the locally

made engines incorporated a tapered 
locking hub in the flywheel,

however this is somewhat complicated "to make. In the design

reported here an ordinary keying system has been used. 
This is 
satisfactory when the key and slots are machined and appropriate

tools are made for installing and removing the flywheel.
 

9. Displacer (Fig.18,19,20)
 

The displacer of the prototype used TIG welding for seams and 
a machined ring between the displacer's dome and can. Three 
conical internal baffles attached by tabs spot welded to the
 
inside of the displacer can reduced internal heat losses due to
 
radiation and convection.
 

As with the heater, explosive forming was used to form the 
dome of the displacer. The same die was conveniently used to form
 
the baffles for the displacer using thinner gauge stainless steel.
 
Explosive forming had the advantage that the draw could be deep

enough to form an edge which could be directly spot welded to the 
displacer can. By using many spot welds the assembly has adequate
strength and is leak-proof. Because the baffles are hemispherical
in form they provide an important strengthening function in 
addition to reducing heat losses. This stainless steel assembly

is attached to the cast iron displacer base with 24 small (M3)

bolts. To avoid air leaks a bead of epoxy cement was placed along

-the cast iron/stainless steel Joint after assembly. 

The displacer tube has twice been enlarged from the original
design and has been changed to incorporate an internal flexible 
drive rod that simplifies the method of attachment to the 
bellcrank. A pressure seal which is 
located in the crown of the
 
piston and "the guide for the displacer tube at the base of the 
cylinder both incorporate the sai,ie carbon/graphite filled PTFE 
material that is used for the piston and displacer rings. This 
arrangement has proven satisfactory and has also facilitated
 
assembly and dis-assembly. 

The prototype engine was not equipped with a guide for the 
displacer rod other than where it passed through the piston crown. 
Based on their operation of the prototype Sunpower recommended 'the 
addition of a guide for the displacer rod located at the base of 
the cylinder. The spider shown Fig.10 the result ofin is several 
changes and now incorporates the same PTFE material as used in the 
piston rings for the wearing surface of the guide. 
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10. Piston (Fig.21,22)
 

The piston of the prototype was machined from an aluminum
casting, anodized and sprayed with a PTFE based material to
provide a dry lubricated surface. 
 The original concept was to
provide for pressure sealing by means 
of a greased leather ring
however this produced too much drag and was replaced with a PTFE

tube placed in the ring groove.
 

A problem with this arrangem.nt is that the wearing surfacesmust be kept very clean to avoid wear and when wear does start
there is a cascade effect as 
the first particles of the anodized
surface that break loose form an abrasive which break more
particles loose. 
 This proved to be 
a problem with the prototype
which was already somewhat worn from earlier testing.
 

In adapting the design in Bangladesh it was decided to avoid
the use of spray-on PTFE material and use rings of 
impregnated
PTFE to serve both as 
combined wear and compression rings.
carbon-graphite impregnated PTFE material was 
A
 

selected and this
 
has performed satisfactorily.
 

Other modifications to the piston included provision of 
a
longer skirt to minimize piston slap problems and a two part
design that simplifies casting and machining operations. A
problem was encounteted in that even 
a slight mis-alignment in the
bore for the wrist pins resulted in the piston being cocked in the
cylinder and this resulted in dragging that could become severe as
clearances are reduced -to avoid leaks. 
 This is due -to the
arrangement of dual piston links which does not allow the
tolerance for slight mis-alignment that pistons with singleconnecting rods have. 
 In order to solve this problem, the way inwhich the piston links connect to the crown of the piston has been
changed. 
 In the process, the piston crown casting and machining
operations have been simplified and the weight of the piston
assembly reduced.
 

The rod seal in the crown of the piston has been modified anumber of times to solve problem., with both wear and leakage. Theprototype used a proprietary ste:.l backed PTFE bearing as acombined wear surface and seal. 
 The first intermediate model usedpiston ring material to make a 1 ipped seal. Later spring loadedand O-ring backed versions of th s configuration were used. Thesechanged reduced but did riot elim hate leakage, the most recentseal is a ring machined from Inch1/8 PTF. stock and mounted withan O-ring to activate it. 
 Two of these are used in tandem.has further improved performance though there 
This 

is some leakage dueLo lateral movement of displacer in the cylinder as a result ofcylinder ovality. It is expected that this arrangement will besatisfactory in designa where cylinder symmetry is maintained. 
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11. Rings
 

Oil is not used in the engine. To reduce friction as the
 
piston and displacer move back and forth in the cy .nder, the
 
prototype Stirling engine incorporated a spray-on P'ILE based
 
material which was applied to the anodized surface of the aluminum
 
piston and displacer body. Besides requiring the piston and
 
displacer body -to be anodized this arrangewent demanded skill in
 
the application of the coating of dry lubricant and cleanliness of
 
the engine during operation became critical to avoid the surface
 
from scoring. Based on the reported success of PTFE based piston

rings in commercially successful air compressors, it was decided
 
to try this alternative which would eliminate the tricky

operations of anodizing and spray application of the dry

lubricant. 
 Initial trials with virgin PTFE were satisfactory and
 
subsequently carbon/graphite filled PTFE ring material was
 
ordered. This material has worked well 
so far and is expected to
 
provide the long term life required for the engine.
 

12. Linkages (Fig.22,23,24,25)
 

A recurring problem has been failures in the mechanism
 
linking the displacer to the crankshaft. One of the features of
 
the engine design is that there is no governing mechanism. The
 
design is such that overspeeding is avoided because of the rapid

rise of fluid friction as the air (more than 7 liters) is moved
 
back and forth betweeri the hot and cold spaces of the engine. A
 
problem arises when the engine is allowed -to run free. In this
 
situation virtually all of the engine's power is passing through

the displacer drive linkage which means that it must be
 
constructed to transmit 5 horsepower or more. In the prototype
the displacer drive was not designed -to withstand the forces of 
full power free running operation. Adding to this problem were 
modifications made to the design of the bellcrank in Banglacesh
which incorporated an offset bellcrank design. The displacer

drive linkage has steadily been improved however it still needs to
 
be more durable and this is 
one of the areas -that will be examined
 
closely in Phase B. 

13. Blower (Fig.26,27)
 

The blower which provides combustion air for the furnace was 
designed and built into the pre-production engine in Bangladesh
during Phase II. The blower operates satisfactorily though the 
simple design of the impeller could be improved to increase 
efficiency and reduce noise. (the blower is 
the only noisy part

of the engine). The blower is belted to the engine by means of a
 
Jack shaft and rotates 5 times faster than the engine. A large

hand operated pulley is used to drive the blower during start up.
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14. Compressor
 

A small built-in air compressor was designed and incorporated

in the second intermediate model of the project engine, The first
 
version did not operate satisfactorily and a modification was
 
devised which used a different valving system. This also proved 
to be unsatisfactory and it was 
decided to use a small compressor

procured from the market which is mounted to the side of the 
engine and belted to the s3ame Jackshaft that drives the blower. 
This arrangemen-t has worked very well. At some future time 
consideration may be given to des}.gning a built-ia compressor if
 
this would be more economical in .vespect to production cost.
 

15. Water Pump 

i water pump procured from the local market has been mounted 
to the side of the engine and driven by belt from the jackshaft to 
provide cooling water for "the engine. The present ispump larger
than necessary and later when the cooler design is fixed it will 
be possible to more closely match to the engine's-the pump demands 
and most likely use a smaller pump. 

16. Furnace (Fig.31)
 

At the beginning of Phase II when the prototype was shipped
to Bangladesh, the Sunpower Engineer constructed a furnace at the 
project site to operate the engine. This furnace consists of a 
lining of insulating firebricks mounted in a sheetmetal casing and 
plastered on the inside with fireclay. The furnace waS later 
fitted to a metal cradle to make it mobile and parts have been 
re-plastered from time to time, however the basic furnace has been
used with all three engines and cojtinues to serve satisfactorily,
though the heater heats somewhat unevenly. The design of the 
furnace is an area where there is much potential for Innovation 
and improvement and for a production engine would probably be 
different in some respects, perhaps utilizing a cast liner. The
importance of the work on the engine itself has precluded any plan
to modify or improve the furnace within the framework of this 
project. 

17. Husk Feed
 

The prototype engine used ar auger powered by a variable
 
speed electric motor to feed husk from a hopper into the 
combustion air before it entered the furnace. By placing a
venturi ahead of the galvanized iron pipe tee which forms the husk 
feed access to the airstream, the husk is drawn into the air flow 
as a result of the negative pressure produced. For the first 
intermediate model -this system was adap:.ed for operation by hand 
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and worked satisfactorily. 
In the second intermediate model the

design was simplified by eliminating the auger Rnd hopper and

directly feeding the husk into the iarstream by hand. This hasturned out to be convenient and allows accurate measurement ofhusk consumption rates bv feeding weighed quantities of husk.
 

C. PRESSURE TESTING
 

Before operating the engine, care should be taken tohydrostatically test those parts of the engine 
that are subjected

to the working piessure of engine. do this the thethe To heater,body, crankcase, bearing case aid blower base were assembled and

additional covers used to seal the pivot and crankshaft openings.This assembly was filled with water aid all air bled out. Thewater pressure was raised to twice the maximum operating pressure
and maintained for an to adequatehalf hour insure strength. This
is particularly important to check the integrity of the iron
 
castings used in the design.
 

D. SPECIALIZED PRODUCTION HETHIODS 

A number of specialized production methods were considered

for use in fabricating the project engine. 
 Some of these methods 
were tried and rejected while others proved to be useful were
incorporated in the processes in making the project engine. 

and 
A

number of specialized jig set-ups have been essential 
to obtain

the necessary accuracy in dimensions, position and alignment.
Such jigs were devised for use in making the crankcase, crankshaft
counterweight and main connecting rod, generaland a jigging
system used in boring the piston links, swing link bellcrank and
bellcrank con-rod. Details of these jiLs beenhave discussed whendescribing these specific components. Two specialized production
methods, explosive forming and furnace brazing, moreare involved
than the jigging operations and these are described in mr.ore detail
 
here.
 

1. Explosive Forming 

In the original prototype -the domes of the hot end and thedisplacer were formed by clamping a disc of stainless steel to aheavy plate and pumping hydraulic fluid between the disc and plate
to make the stainless steel bulge. The resulting dowe was
attached -to the "can" of the hot end or displacer by welding -to a 
machined reinforcing ring. 

Early in the project it was decided to test out the
feasibility of explosively forming these comporients. After an 
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extensive seri.es of trials with different dies and explosives an 
effective system has been developed which is now used to produce
the dome and baffles for the displacer as well as a single piece
from which both the hot er.d dome and the top of the regenerator
 
housing are cut.
 

'Tliere are a number of advanttges in ustrng explosive forming.
Because a die is used the pieces thlat are produced are uniform in 
shape and very c.luse dimersional tolerances can be maintained. 
Unlike meclanilcal or hydraulic presi,,g which requires precisely
machined mating dies of high quailiv steel, explosive forming
requires om]ny one (lie and tLb.is can he made of cast iron. The die
for explosive forming cani be made in a small workshop for a
fracLion. of the cost of the male and female dies required for a 
power press and there is no inve: tment ini set-up time on the 
press. Thls economy is particularly well suited for small scale 
operations and .in research and development where designs and thus
dies may have to change after only a few pieces have been formed.
Explosive forming also pruducus a deeper draw than hydraulic
bulging. Because the formed pieces can withhe made vertical
 
sides the rieed for a separate reinforc,in.g ri ng has been

eliminated. 'Thils has also made it possible assembleto the 
displace r using spot welding rather than inert gas welding wasas 

done ]n Lh prototype.
 

Ordinnri. ly, ,,xp].osive forming .s carried out using "high"

explosives suchl as T.N.T. which detonate. 
 The explosive reaction
in these is triggered by a shock wave or detonation and the
advantage for metti fom.,. lies I n the very i gh speed of the 
resulting pressure unve. Ini cont.rast to this, fulminating
(burnin.rg) explosives such as b].ack powder have a much s.ower
reaction rate and produce a s.ower pressure waye_> 'Thie practical
result is thlat a larger charge of the "low" exp].osive is required
to achieve the same result as compared to the hi.gh explosive.
The problem wi tL high explosives is that they are generally
unavail a bl.e .i.n Bangl.adesh where Ltre are virtually no rocks and 
no need for explo.sives in quarr yi.nrig or excavaLi.nig. On the othier 
hanid, .. . f7ireworks shiops st;ock a variety of fi.recrack.1;ers, the
larger oees ''erging betng ,umibjs. Because "if',n mini their 
avail. blity ese exp losivos were ied .intheth,, black p,'.idor e 
fotrmn g ope rations. 

lhe, system tliat proved to be most suitable was to purchase 
the requ]i 'ed si ze o: ffIrec'ake r :f rom the market, remove the
regular fuse, insert an elctric fuse in the form of a fine copper
wire withl su t-L, Ic leads and the impi- ',re.ate the firecracker with
hot cand-l.e wax. A cast i,ron tie ce wi th a sui tably inachiLed cavity
formed Lhle and1(1 -Ia ' 'ssI was todin Li iii i. aiil clamped this
with a Cast :iro ring Kt Ie1 to thlle die-. An W}-ring between tlhe
bl.an k and thie d i.e prevented ai 'roI m Meak.ing in to the cavi ty which 
was evacuated by a vacuum pLump connec.>ted1 to the die by 1/4" copper
tubing and fLare Fittinrgs. Fur ].imi. L1d use a f rigera torr 
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compressor with an in line drier to keep moisture out serves as a vacuum pump though its susceptibility to corrosion would make this 
arrangement unsultab.e for anything but limited trials. After the
blank has been clamped in position and the die evacuated theexplosive is positioned above the b.ank (at about the center of
radius of the curve of the dome), the whole F, sembly is submergeed
I to 1.5 meter3 under water and the expl.osive is discharged by
connectinighe ].Ueds to a 12 volt battery. 

To arrive at the correct charga and height above the blank aseries of tests slould be aonducted ,ith a batch of exp.l.osives
from one source so as to insure as nuch consistancy as possible inthe formulation and wrapping of the explosive. While all tlis can
be somewhat time consuming, it is within the capabilities of small
workshops to make the required die and the costs will be a very
small fraction of the purchase cost of a set of dies for use with 
a power press. 

2. Furnace Braz.-ingI 

The exterral fins and internal corrugated hieat exchanger ofthe heater are brazed in. pl.ace to provide an adequate path for 
movement of heat into the engine. Becaue of the high
temperatures involved it is necessary to use a nickel al.loy braze
filler metal. The hot end is assemb].ed with all welding completed
and the filler metal Is apli. ed as a powder suspended in a liquidplastic bii.der wh i ch4 dries soon after application. This binder
subsequeli ty va porin s du r Iing l;the Q,.ia ig ope ratiIon. 

The assembly to brazed placed in steelbe is a stainlss 
con tainer (retort) that is purged wit;hi pu'e dry ]hyd rgen before
and during b'aning and duriimg cooi-down . ThJlie hydrogen protects
the assembly from oxidizJing nd acts as a easeous flux to remove 
existing oxides. 

For the purposes of the project a natural draft gas fired
brazing furnace was constructed usi rg locally available insulating
and regular refractory brici.s. Wibh these arrangements one
brazing operation took about 8 hours because of the large size ofthe furnace and the lower heating rates of the natural draft
combustion system.. It was later ascertained that a faster cyclewould avoid lingering problems witth chromium oxides and would save on hyd rogen purging Eas. Thi.s cou id be ,btained by pre-heaLi t
the furnace rather than start.]. rI, wi the rtor t on place. 

Wit tie use of t ref:ractorymore sophiMsL tteil insul.ating
,mater.ials and forced draft bur'rqrs the sin e of the furnace coul.d
be reduced and a faster brasig cycle obtained. 
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IV. ENGINE OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE
 

A. ENGINE OPERATION
 

To start the engine a small fire is started outside the
 
engine and allowed to burn till there are glowing coals. These
 
coals 
are placed in the furnace and the blower operated by hand
 
through a large pulley temporarily bol]ted to the jackshaft. 
At
 
the same time husk is fed into the 
a.r stream. The coals ignite

the husk and soon tie temperature o! the furnace is nigh enough

that coals are not necessary. It takes 10 to 15 winutes to
 
achieve the 6500C needed 
to start and run the engine. In the
 
present system husk is fed manually throughout the operation of
 
the engine. The temperature can 
be monitored by a thermocouple

attached to an analog meter which is marked for the desir,d
operating temperatLure so that the person feeding husk the
to 

furnace knows wihen to increase or decrease the feed rate.
 

B. PERFOR.MANCE EVALU AT[Oq 

Measuring power output alone is 
not a totally satisfactory

means for evaluating the performance of the Stirling engine. 
 The
 
power de ends upon the temperatures of the heater and the cooler,

the working pressure of the air within the engine, and the speed

of the engine. In additioi, the performance of engine components

(heater, cooler, regenerator, etc.) and problems such as

frictional losses and poor sealing also can have a profound effect
 
on power output. For example, using only power output to 
compare

V,a performance of 
two different heaters, it is necessary to
 
duplicate all the operating condiLion-5 and only then compare power

readings. It is far more desirable to have a means of evaluating
the overall efficiency of 
the engine for any combination of
 
operating conditions . 'hils is , in fact, possible using.the Beale 
number and one of its associated equations. 

William Beale has idenitfied a simp].e relat,ii.onshi.p between 
the power output of a Stir l]ing engine and its speed, swept volume 
and operating pressure. 

Power(Watts) = Beale ho. x Pressure (Bar) x Speed (Hz) x 
Capacity (cc) 

The Beale Number is a constant tLhat relates the variables to
 
the predicted power output of 
the ergine in question. Assuming a

heater temperature of 6500C and 
a cooler temperature of 500C the 
Beale number is 0.015. The predicted power using this formula and 
Beale Number would be typical of a reasonably well constructed 
engine using a moderately sophisitaLed design. Well made and 
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sophisticated engines could be twice as powerful, simple engines
might yield half the predicted power. 

A further refinement of the Beale equation includes as

variables, the heater temperature and the cooler temperature 
 indegrees Kelvin. In this case the Beale Number is calculated as 
follows.
 

Beale No. = 0.034 - 0.052 (cooler temp./ heater temp.) 

These equations provide a very useful means for evaluating
the performance of the project engine. While the engine is
running the pressure, power, speed and tempcratures are monitored,then at any given moment the variables can be entered in the Bealeequation and a predicted power1 output calculated. The actual 
power, which has been recorded at the same time as the othervariables, Is then figured as a pevceatage of the predicted power.
This percentage provides the means to compare performances of theengine at different times and under different conditions. Duringa single run if the percentage of the predicted power drops off, 
one is alerted to .look for problems. To produce 5 HP while
operating at design conditions the engine must produce 53% of the 
predicted power. 

C. POWER OUTPUT
 

Much of the testing carried out on the engine has been done

using a water 
pump as the load. A torque indicaLing hub was
designed and built for the water pump and a strobe with digitalrpm readout is used to read the torque so that power can be
determined. Using this arrangement regular readings of power are
made along with records of temperatures during runs where the 
engine is operating the water pump. 

The pulley ratio from the engine to the pump is such that the 
engine operates at about 600 rpm which is somewhat lower than the
design point of 720 rpm. With this andarrangement with
reasonable heater temperatures and crankcase pressures it has beenpossible to get powei:g in the ra-,a': of 4 horsepower. When driving
the rice huller the euine speed has been higher, in the range of770 rpm and the power has been moi than adequate to operate thehuller. By extrapolating tie powe.z due to the increased speed i,is probable that the engine is drLi.ug the rice .i.l1er at 5 
horsepower. 

It is expected that additional power will be achiaeved after
the next series of modifications reso]ves prob.leums with leaks due-to the oval cylinder and improves the performance of tihe cooler. 
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1). HUSK REQUIREMENT 

In recent trials with the engine operating the rice huller it
was found that a milling rate of 
21G kg/hour was maintained while
 
the furnace was using husk at the inte of about 20 kg of 
paddy per
hour. 
With a husk to paddy rati.o of 20% the rate of husk
production in the milling operation would be about 43 kg/hr. 
This
 means that the engine requires Los than half of the husk that isproduced in the mi.lling o:eration. Many varieties of rice yieldmore than 20% of their weight in husk when m.lled (typically 24%
to 26% with some as 
high as 28% nd over) and in these cases well
 over half of tLhe husk would remoLn after milling with a Stirling

engine powered huller.
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V. PRODUCTION COST PROJECTIONS
 

An important objective of the project is that the Stirling
engine should be competetive with diesel engines in respect to

manufacturing cost. Because the Stirling engine offers a savings
in fuel cost it was felt that a realistic targot selling price
would be 50% more 
thar the sellviJ,- price of a comparable diesel

engine. In making this compariso i it is assumed that the Stirling
engine would be manufactured on a scale and with methods
comparable to small diesel egi.ngP;. This would not happen
immediately and the cost of the Stirling engine initially would
undoubtedly be higher. 
The local price of a 5 to 6 horsepower

diesel engine is 
about Th 13,000 (at the rate of Th30/$1 this is

equivalent to 
$433) so a target selling price for the project

engine would be T! 19,500 ($650).
 

Appendix A presents a detailed analysis of the costs for
materials and finishing that are required for the project engine.
These figures are 
based on the types of operations that have been

performed in the project workshop but assume that a number of
engines are being produced which result in shorter set-up times

for pieces as compared to making only one set of 
engine

components. 
 For large scale production using specialized

equipment, as 
is done generally in diesel engine manufacturing,
the cosLs would be less, howeve- this would depend on large volume
outputs which are not likely In the near future.
 

Page A--1 
summarizes the production cost projections showing
TX 17,661 ($589) for materials and Tk (,6483 ($222) for finishing

costs. Together these gi.ve Tk 24,310 ($810) as 
manufacturing cost
and with a 15% mark-up the selling cost would be Tk 27,956 ($932).
 

The above prices are higher Mhat the target; however it is 
likely that some more cost reductions way be realized in the
 process of re-designing the engine in the next phase. 
 A

significant cost savings can be made if the plain heater turns out
 
to be feasible as 
it would be possible to eliminate the need for
furnace brazing which is presently calculated at Tk 1,800 ($60)

and this also reduces the amount of stainless steel used in the
 
heater and some other fabrication costs.
 

Even withL these higher costs it is the geneval feeling ofmillers and equipment retailers in Bangladesh that if the engine
works re].iably the advantage of using husk as 
the fuel could
justify as much as a 100% price increase over a diesel engine ofcomparable power, though this would be difficult to 
confirm

without the hardware in hand. 
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VI. 
PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES
 

In the period from August through November 1985 the engine

was run more than twelve times. These runs averaged 45 minutes in

length with the longest extending to two hours. Generally the

engine was run long enough to reach equilibrium operating

conditions and operating data (temperatures, pressures, torque,

speed and flow rates) were recordied1. Operating data is recorded
 
by hand is analyzed at a later tim,.
 

When running the 
large wal;er pump as a ].oad it is possible to
accurately measure power by 
means of a torque hub on the pump and
 
a digital stroboscopic tachometer. Typical.y, power output is in

the range of 4 horsepower when the engine is running at 600 rpm

with a working pressure ofr 3.5 bar and a heater temperature of
6500C. 
 The speed of the engine is limited by the particular ratio

of en gine and p.;Iinp pulley sines. Wheni opera Li the rice hul..er
 
the engine operates at 770 rpm, whii.e the engine would
consequently be producing more power it has not been possi.ble 
to
 
measure power output as 
the huller is not equiped with a torque

indicating mechanism but It :i.s estimated that the engine is
running at about 5 horsepower under these conditions and there is
 
more than enough power to drive the hll
].er.
 

At this Lime a number of project objectives have been

achieved and it has been possible to demonstrate that a rice husk
 
fueled Stirling engine can be fabricated in Bangladesh, however it

has not yet been possible to demonstrate the required durability

of the engine at full power, and some manufacturing problems have
 
yet to be resolved, For these reasons the engine will go through

another 
(the third) cycle of design evaluation with new drawings

and patterns being prepared and a new engine fabricated.
 

In the process of re-design many components will remain
unchanged, sume modifications that have already been made in the 
second intermediate model of the engine will be incorporated intothe design in a rational, manner, and firnal.ly a few changes will be 
made that were not possible before bc-use they involved altering
the basic configuraLion of the engine. 

Many of the parts of the engine and methods of fabrication
 
after undergoing changes and adaptations are now satisfactory and

it is not expected that these will need any further modification.
 

Explosive forming
 
Heater and displacer domes
 
Displacer baffles
 

Displacer
 
Spot welded fabrication
 
Cast iron body
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Tube and tube guide 

Piston 
Two part construction with increased 
skirt .ength
Wrist pin arrangemerit 
Piston links 

PTFE wear rings 

Crankcase 
Cast iron consstructi,n 
0-ring seals to bearing case and 
side cover 

Bearing case 
Taper roller bearings with double lock nut 
adjustment for play 
Pressure seal 

Flywheel and keying system 

Cranksiaft 
Composite cast iron/steel design 

Blower desi.gn
 
There are 
 some changes in engine components that can be
 

integrated in the the 
 engine in a bet.er way during a re--design 
exerise.
 

The crankcase is presently designed -to be mounted
vertically. The new design will be arranged for 
horozontal mounting. 

The cylinder design will be changed to avoid
the tendency to go oval. at its end and to 
avoid the problem with I7ous castings. 

The present arrangement for driving the 
auxiliaries will be Integrated into the 
design in a more rat.onal way. 

A few parts will be rLo-designe to solve problems that haveemerged during tPe pL'ocess of :f.tb.rca ;:Ling and operating the first
and second intermediate models of: the project engine. 

It is expected that the cooV.e wll(1 e
re-designed to provide for more efficient 
cool.Ing aid so.ve -the present, leakage
problem. 
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The displacer drive linkage will be modified 
so that it can absorb the full load when the 
engine runs free. 

Certain elements of the engine design have been somewhat 
neglected because of the need to demonstrate the basic engine
system operating with satisfactor/ durability. The furnace in use
with the second intermediate engine is the same as used in the 
prototype and while it works saLisfactorily it will certainly be
possible to design more efficient and compact versions. Possible
directions would be cast refractory linings and more efficient
Insulation linings. At the present time the engine is being
operatpd with a regenerator composed of a commercially made
knitted stainless steel wire. Some work on a regenerator made
from carefully generated lathe turn irigs and on local knitting of
stain.less stee], wir,o has been carried out but this work was
shelved in the interest of solving morer pressing mechanical 
problems. 

In the period from December 1985 to June 1986 the engine will
be re-designed and one wi].l be fabricated for testing at the 
project site. This design will be described in detail in the
final report of the project which will also include a more
detailed description of manufacturing processes than is being
given in this report. 
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APPENDIX A
 

PRODUCTION COST PROJECTIONS 



PRODUCTION COST SUIMMARY
 

Ilaterial costs 1k 17,661 

Finishing costs Tk 6,648 

Total manufacturing cost Tk 24,310
 

157. lar k-up fk 3,646 

------------------.---..----------

Selling price fk 27,t56 

Engine weight w/out furnace 2023Kg.
 

Page A-1 



MATERIALS 


Iron castings 

Alucinum castings 

Mild steel shaft 

Mild steel plate 

Stainless steel 

Stainless steel scrap 

Bearings 

Other materials 

FINI15tl1 G 


Large lathe 


hlediua lathe 


Small lathe 


Milling machine 


Radial ari drill 


PEdistal drill 


oring sachiie 


Arc Wel ding 

Oxy-acetylene elding 


Spot Welding 


Fitting 


Other finishing 


PRODUCTIOI COST VARIABLES
 

RMaterial 


Code Local Cost 


Jr-Ca 500 [k/maund 

Al-Ca 50 1k/Seer 

H1S-Sf 20 1k/pound 

MS-Pl 500 Ik/ilaund 

St-St JO fk/poiuid 

SS-Sc 2,000 rk/aaund 

Brngs 

Iiscl 

Code 


LgLth 


IldLth 


SmLth 


Mlilich 


RaDrI 


PelirI 


f4olc h 


ArWId 

(AWId 

Spl-l
d 


Fittg 


tiscF 


Total K:3 Total
 

Cost/Ky Requir Item Cost
 

13 204 3,011
 

54 33 1,/0
 

44 14 625
 

13 45 602
 

110 27 2,978
 

54 6 321
 

- 1 910
 

5,625
 

Total naterial cost 1k 17,661
 

Iourly Total 
 Total
 

Rate Hours Itel Cost
 

80 8 600
 

60 12 733
 

40 2? 1,147
 

100 4 425
 

50 2 75
 

20 4 03
 

100 1 83
 

50 2 121
 

8u 1 47
 

60 1 0
 

20 38 770
 

- - 2,405 

Total finishing cost 1k 6,648
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAIERIAL 	 FINISIIIIIG FINISED 

PART 	 OIY/ WI. I lUNIT UN COSI/ TIME JOB PART WEIGHTNO. DESCRIPTION ENGINE TYPE (GS) COST ENGI NE JOB (III) COST COST COST (GHS) 

101T END ASSEMBLY 
 6,200 28,000
 
Heater flange 1 MS-PI 29,490 395 	 OAliId 15 20 50 

fdLt~h 30 30 

Regenerator housing I St-St 2,900 320 	 MiscFa 1410 
ArWId 5 4 

Ifeater c'n I St-St 6,400 /05 NiscFa 20 28 
ArWtId to 0 

Doe/shoulder piece I St-St 5,200 573 MiscFb 200 220 
lldLth 20 20 

Inner liner I St-St 2,733 301 IliscFa 5 25
 

SpWld 20 20
 

Internal heat exchanger 1 St-St 2,300 254 	 Fittg 200 67 67 

External fins 
 120 St-St 72 a 952 MiscFa 120 120
 

Assembly operations 	 LgLth 12N 160 2,075
 
Arlild 60 50
 
Rarl 30 25
 
Fitt? 120 40
hilsc C 1,000
 

llN x bolts, I Ox30 ,i 	 12 iscI 27 5 60 324 

Gask ,et:heater/engine body 1 iscm 40 	 300
 

(liscFa Shear ing and r l Iing) 
(liscFb ECplosive forming)
(Mi scFc Furnace brazing) 

..........................----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


REGENERATOR 
 SS-Sc 6,000 321 	 SmLth 1,200 800 040 1,161 4,000 
Fittg 120 40 

ENGINE BODY ASSEMBLY
 

Engine body I Ir-Ca 73,050 978 	 LgLth 60 60 
 145 1,203 55,700
 
RaDrI 30 25
 
Fittg 120 40
 

l10x30 Engine body bolts 	 10 IliscM 27 50 270
 

Saslet: engine body/crankcase I Miscl 	 30 
 200
 

COOLER ASSEIBLY 	 3,351 12,700
 

Cooler Al-Ca 22,000 1,179 MldLth 90 90 2,157
 
MiscFd 2,uO0
 
Fittg 200 67
 

O-ring, 3i xIOOO1length iscll 15
dia. i 

(liscFd Slotting)
 

CYLINDER 	 Ir-Ca 50,000 670 LgLth 200 
 267 342 1,011 18,000 
MIhch 45 75 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1IAIERIAL 	 FINISI1NG FINISHED 
PARI 	 TYI UNIT WI. UNIT COST/ JOB PART WEIGHTNO. DESCRIPTION ENGINE TYPE (GAlS) COS[ ENGItHE JOB IIME COST COST COST (GMS) 

SPIDER ASSEIBLY 
 175 1,500 
Spider I Ir-Ca 4,400 51 ridlth 15 15 20 

PeDrI 5 2 
Fittg lo 3 

Rod guide holder I IF-Ca 90f) 12 SILtIh I 10 12 400 
PeOrl 5 2 

Rod guide, PTFE 2 hiscil 8 40 80 16
 

Iex bolts, i15xlSr, 4 llisctl 4 
 3 12 
 16
 

CR iNKCASE I Ir-Ca 57,700 800 	 LqLth 70 93 233 1,033 52,000
DoIch 50 83 
RaDrI 20 17 
Fittg 120 40 

............................--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


BEARING CASE ASSEIIBLY 
 868 

Beariig case I Ir-Ca 19,000 254 MdLth 40 40 67 14,073
 
PeOrl 20 7
 
Fittg 60 20
 

Outer 	bearing cap I Ir-Ca 900 
 12 	 SrLth 30 20 22 341
 
Pelrl 5 2
 

Inner 	 bearing cap 	 I Ir-Ca I,800 24 S'iLth I30 3 353 

PeOrI 5 2
 
Iex bolts, Nxl5a, 12 Hi sc1 4 3 36 
 48 

Outer bearing 302U9 I Brng Ho 464
 

Inner bearing, 30211 I Brng 200 526 

Crankshaft pressure seal I IlisCrl 30 20 
1ex bolts, 1l0x3Orm 6 li sc1 27 5 30 162 

0--ring, 3i dia x 00,,a, I IiscM 10
 

CRAI'l,'SHAFI ASSEIILY 747 14,700 

Crankshaft I IS-Sf 5,730 261 lIl.th 90 90 107
 
ilitch 10 11
 

Cuunterweightheb I Ir-Ca 13,300 
 178 Pebrl 10 3 33
 
Fitt? 30 10
 
MdLt 20 20
 

Crank throw I IfS-Sf 1,306 50 SaLth I 10 10
 

Lock nut, outer 	 I IfS-Sf 462 20 SrLth 10 7 7 

Lock nut, inner I MiS-Sf 923 41 SmLth 10 7 7
 

Lock washer I Ilisci 20 J
 

Keys 2 li sc1 
 20
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----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAIERIAL 	 FlNlSlli F NISED 
PART 	 gTY/ UNIT WT. UlT COSI/ 	 JOB PART WEIGHTNo. DESCRIP[IO ENU INE TYPE (GlS) COST EtIGINE JOB TIME CUST COST COSI (GIlS) 

FLYWHEEL ASSE[IILY 
 00 34,800
 

Flywheel I Ir-Ca 37,000 
 522 LqLth 60 so 98 
Roi)ri Ci 8 
Filtq 30 10 

flain pulley, flat belt I Ir-Ca 5,500 74 lldLth 15 15 17 5,000 
Perl 5 2 

lex bolts, tllOx30isin 3 fliscl 27 5 15 81 

1uLIxilliary pulley 	 I Ir-Ca 2,750 37 MdLth 
 20 20 22 2,500 
PeDrl 5 2 

Cap screws, h8x20ia 3 Iliscl 12 5 15 36 

DISPLACER BODY ASSEMIBLY 	 1,340 7,700
 

Displacer doae 	 I St-St 906 109 MiscFlb 	 So 
Displacer baffles 	 4 St-St 613 
 60 270 MiscFb 50 200
 

Displacer can 	 1 St-St 2,256 247
 

Displacer body 	 I Ir-Ca 3,500 
 41 	 HdLth 30 30 42
 
PeDrl 5 2
 
Fittg 30 10
 

Machine screws, 3jx5am 24 Misc 1 1 24 
 24
 

Displacer wEar rinig, PIFE 	 l
I hlisc 	 250
 

Asseably operations 
 SplId 60 60 t0
 
F~ttg 120 40
 

(lliscFb Explosive forming)
 

DISPLACER TUDE ASSEIIDLY 
 313 	 1,050
 

Displacer tube 	 I St-SI 1,003 
 11? ldLth 40 40 40
 

Displacer tube flange 1 MS-ST 
 1,012 45 IldLtli20 27 28
 
PeDrl 5 2
 

Displacer tube bush I St-St 512 56
 

Cap screw;, M5xlSr 	 8 Mistl 
 4 3 24 
 32
 

DISPLACER ROD ASSEMBLY 
 200 500 

Displacer rod 1 IS-Pi 304 5 liMch 10 17 17
 

Displacer rod base 	 I MS-Sf 
 396 17 SeLth 1 10 I
 
Niflch 5 0 

Displacer rod bearing holder 
 1 MS-Sf 703 31 SiiLth 30 20 28
 
iilch 5 8
 

Fabrication 
 Arlild 1 12 19
 

Fittg 20 7
 
Displacer rod bearing, 396321 1 Brng 60 
 31
 

Displacer rod nuts, 111O 2 Miscl II 
 2 4 
 22
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MATERIAL FINISIIING FINISHED
 
PART UTYi WEIGHT UNIT COSI/ JOB PART WEIGHTNO. DESCRIPTION ENGINE TYPE (GHS) COST ENGINE JOB COST COST COSTTIME IGMS) 

PISU ASSEMBLY
 

Piston skirt I AI-Ca 3,000 
 !61 idlth 30 30 33 1,850 
PeurI I0 3 

Cap screws, MtlxI5o,m 12 Miscl 3 G 36 

Piston crown I AI-Ca 6,500 348 MdLth 40 40 55 2,550 
PeDrI 15 5 
Fittg 30 10 

Wrist pin I uS-Pl 3,456 46 ldLth 60 60 123 50 
MiMrhi 30 50 
Iii 5cFe 
PeDFI 10 3
 
Fittg 30 10
 

Wrist pin bracket I MS-PI 598 8 SiLth 30 
 20 46 350
 
ArWId 15 12
 
PelI 10 3 
Fittg 30 10
 

Cap screws, tlx25mm 12 Iliscl 5 60
 

Rod seal holder I St-St 670 30 SazLth 20 13 13 100
 

O-ring, 2mm dia,xi70hit I hliscl 3 4 3
 

Rod seal, PIFE I (liscl 5 22 5
 

C-ring, 3a dia.x 170em I Niscl 5 5 
 5
 

Piston ring, PIFE Iliscil 24 60 
 24
 

0-ring, ,,r dia.x 1O00(I I NisCl B 20 8 

Wear rings, PIFE 2 hisci 58 236 526 116
 

((iiscFe lHardening 1 grinding)
 

....................................-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


PISTON( LINKAGE ASSEMDLY 848 

Piston links 2 li5-PI 6,160 03 165 HldLth 20 20 77 1,512 
hiitIch 30 50 
Fittg 20 7
 

Needle bearings, 10-1189 4 rng 72 130 52 
 280
 

Set screws, i8Bx6, 4 Misc1 3 5 20
m 
 12
 

Fiber spacers 4 liscM 5 8 40 SaLth 10 7 7 20 

Circlip 4 HiscMi 5 20 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TAIERIAL FIIIISIIING FI ISIIED
 

PART GTYI 
 UNIT WT. UNIT COSII JOB PART WEIGHT
NO. DESCRIPTION ENGINE TYPE HUMS) COST ENGINE JOD lIME CSI LOSI COST hGMS) 

MAIN CONNECTING ROD ASSEMDLY 737 2,050
 

Main connecting rod I lr-Ca 3,900 52 uitch 90 150
150 

Piston link pins 2 Hiscl 50 100 Pelrl 10 3 10 
Fittg 20 7 

Spring pins 2 IliscM 10 20 

Swing link small end pin I St-St 2136 26 SmLth 20 13 18
 

Con rod main bearing 111F 1 Brno 350 Fittg 15
5007 432 
 432
 

Main bearing retaining rings 2 MiscH 40 
 10 40
 

SWING LIN:K ASSEMBLY 304 

Swing link I liS-Sf 528 23 SlLth 10 7 65 605 
lS-PI 404 5 HdLth Ir 15 

lifich 1W 17 
ArWId 20 17 
Fittg 30 t0 

Small end bearing, F-2-4650 I rng 23 50 23 

Large end bearings, 21I-3 2 Brng 56 80 160 112
 

SWING LINK PIVOT ASSEMILY 
 101 247
 

Pivot I SI-St 317 35 SiLth 15 10 10
 

Spacers 2 119-Sf 15B 7 14 SaLth 10
15 10 

Pivot gaskets 2 MiscM 2 4 

Pivot washers 2 St-St 51 6 
 11 SmLth 10 7 7 
Pivot nuts 2 MiscIl 11 5 10 22
 

...................................-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MATERIAL 
 FINISIIING FINISIHED 

PART QTY/ UNIT WT. UNIT COST/ JOB PART WEIGmrNO. DESCRIPTION ENGINE TYPE (GMS) COST ENGINE JOB TIME COST COS[ COST (GMS)
 

KLLCRANK ASSEMBLY 486 2,250 

Main pivot I 1S-Sf 1,177 52 SmLth 20 13 13 

Bellcrank webs 2 MS-PI 1,200 16 32 PeDrI 10 3 63 
Fitt
hldLth 

120
20 

40
20 

Disp. con rod pivot 1 1S-Sf 192 9 SaLth 15 10 10 

Reinforcing plates 3 hS-PI 144 2 6 Fittg 60 20 20 

D.C. pivot bearings 2 Orng 56 100 200 112 

B.C. bearing outer spacer I MS-Sf 257 11 8 

B.C. bearing inner spacer I 1lS-Sf 106 5 8 

Set screw, 15xgmm I Miscl 10 

Assembly operations ArWid 20 17 38 
ldLth 
Fittg 

15 
20 

15 
7 

-----------

BELLCRANK PIVOT ASSEMBLY 
 192 294
 

B.C. pivot I St-St 500 64 SmLth 15 10 10
 

B.C. pivot spacers 2 11-Sf 240 11 21 SLth 20 13 13
 

B.C. pivot gaskets 2 1isc 2 4 Fittg 15 38 3B
 

B.C. pivot washers 2 St-St 100 11 22 SrnLth 15 10 10
 

B.C. pivot nuts 2 Miscl 11 5 10
 

..............................------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


BELLCRANK CON-ROD ASSEMBLY 
 399 

Bellcrank con-rod 1 HS-PI 1,760 24 SiLth 40 27 60 698 
hilich 20 33 

Bearing (B.C.R.Icrank throifl I rng 240 15u 240 

Bearing (B.C.R./bellcrank) I Brng 240 150 240 

Bearing retaining rings 3 liscl 4 5 15 12 
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MAIERIAL FINISIIING FINISIIEU 
PART UTY/ UNIT WI. UNIT COST/ JOB PART WEIGHT
NO, DESCRIPTION E1GINE TYPE (GIIS) COSf ENGINE JOB TIME COSU COS[ COS (GNSI
 

SIDE COVER ASSEMBLY 
 223 8,712 
Side cover I Jr-Ca 10,300 138 HldLth 40 40 45
 

15PerI 

Ilexbolts, lOx3rmm 6 Miscll 27 5 30 
 162
 

O-ring, 3im dia.xB00iN I lliscM 10
 

...........................................---------------------------------------- 7.-------------------------------------------


BLOWER SHAFT ASSEMBLY 210
 

Blower shaft I 11S-Sf 40
900 SaLth 40 27 27 650
 
B.S. bearing cover I 1lS-Sf 220 10 SaLth 15 10 12 175
 

PeDrl 5 2 

Ilex bolts, llxISin 4 iiscl 3 3 12 12 

Bearing, Lg. 6204/ZZ I Orng 106 50 106 

Bearing, Sm. 6203fZZ I Brng 63 40 
 63
 

Bearing shaft spacer I Ms-Sf 200 10 SmLth 15 10 10
 

............................................------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


BLOWER IMPELLER ASSEMBLY 
 253
 

hpeller disk 1 MS-PI 800 11 MdLth 40 45
40 

PEDrI 15 5
 

Impeller vanes 6 Misctl 10 60 Fittq 180 60 65
 

PelrI 15 5
 
flexbolts, M4xlOm 15 tlisch 3 4 
 60 45
 

Ilexnuts, M4 12 IliscH 
 1 1 12 12
 

BLOWER BASE ASSEMIBLY 
 146
 

Blower base I MS-PI 900 12 Fittg 180 
 60 65 850 
Pe~r1 15 5 

Blower base spacers 3 HS-Sf [5 1 2 SnI.tl 6Q 40 67 45
 
OAWId 20 27 
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MAIERIAL FIIIISIII NO FIIIISIIED 

PART aTYI UNIT WT. UNIT COST/ JOB PART WEIGHT
NO. DESCRIPTION ENGINE TYPE (ONS) COS[ ENG INE JOB TIHE COST COST COST (IS)
 

BLOWER COVER ASSEMBLY 
 204
 

Blower cover I Al-Ca I,900 102 HdLLh 20 20 33
 
Peurl 20 7
 
Fittg 20 7
 

flexbolts, lI4xIMT, 7 IliscHl 3 4 20 
 21
 

Inlet screen I Miscl 15
 

Inlet screen retainer I miscm Siil.th10 7 8 101
 

PerI 5 2
 

Cap screws, lxlOmm 6 iscd 2 3 18 
 6
 

WAIER PUMP I mi scl 500 500
 

COIPRESS R I hiscM 1,200 
 1,200
 

FURNACE I miscm 2,000 
 2,000
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APPENDIX B
 

SAMPLE ENGINE RUN
 
DATA SHEET
 



Notes on Engine Run Data Sheet
 

1. Location of thermocouples for temperature measurement
 

DI - Brased inside heater
 
HA - Working air at hot end of heater
 
RH - Working air at heater side 
of regenerator 
RC - Working air at cooler side of regenerator

CA - Workii:g air entering cylinder from cooler 

H/R - Difference between HA and RH
 
R/R - Difference between RH an6 RC
 
R/C - Difference between RC and CA
 

2. % of Pred. under POWER is the percentage of -the predicted
 
power (using the Beale formula) that is being achieved.
 

3. Pressure curves.
 

The pressure curves following the data sheet show the
 
pressure of the working space and the pressure in the
 
crankcase during one cycle.
 

The working space curve is the higher of the two
 
during the first ninty degrees of travel after piston
 
top dead center.
 



-----

-- 

----------------------- 

-------------- 

DATE: Oct.26, 1985 
 RUN: PAGE: I of I Using brazed head
 

ITEMlPERATURE 
 i 
 POWER
 
----------------------------------------------------------- :AIR : COOLING WATER IR I P ---IDOMlEI WORKING GAS I DELTA Ts 
 I FLUE GASIFLOWI ------------------ PRES --------I I X IIUSK 

TIME! - ,- ,- , ---- : - -:mV I1EIPTEIPLtr/ lW :BAR IENG ,PUIIPITDRO, 1 of : Kg/ 
, DI HA : R11, R1lbi filc,RC , CA , 11/RI (ga)l 1 , Kg , HP ,Pred! hri/RI Rl/C, Ii ; OUlsec , IN , UUTIin OUT,
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------..
.........
 

07:13 Charcoal in, hand blower started 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . I - ' I . .
07:22 650 Started with bloer arid
copressor


. . . . . I . . . . . . . I 20 
.. .. ... . . .. . . . .. . . . *. 

07:25 598 Stopped to belt up big pump 
 I 13
 , ' - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . .. I . . . . . . . . . . . . 
II .. . . . . .I - 1. . I . . . .. I . . . .. I

75 75 15 381 20 --------- ---------
0?:30 634 471 476 ---------------------------------------------------- ------------ 28 33 21 7.3 2.2 551 1185 3 2.4 537X 17
I I ...... I II 

07:35 652 475 465 105 90 10 360 15 28 
 37 21 13.2 3 605 1.00 3.7 3.3 527. 22
I -- - - ---- - ---------. - ---
09:40 606 454 447 Ill 76 5 338 15 
----:' - - - - -I 22 38 21 14.6 3.7 602 1303 4 3.6 51X 10 

-. . . . ..... .... ', I . . . . - ,.. ..'- . '. , . .. ... i ,. . 
07:45 619 472 463 112 77 9 351 15 
 28 37 21 16.1 3.4 606 1303 4 3.6 547. 24
--................................. .. .
 

-- ,-I I I-- ------..--- -----09:46 Ihusk feed off 0.4 liters/iin air leak into cooling water 

Re-set PIDC on pressure recorder
 
II........I - .. I
............... ....... .......... I ... I .. I.... I .. ..
07:9, 507 Re-started 

I . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II . . . . .. _ _II .7 . . I . .
 

. . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . I
10:00 527 456 451 101 75 5 350 26 

I 
23 32 21 5.9 1.7 463 775 3 2.1 73X 11I I _ _ 

---- .....---------------------.....--..........--..
 
I---....--....--------------
10:1115622 482 475 ------107 8? 7 368 18 28 36 21 11.7 3.4 591 1271 3.7 3.4 527. f.. 18

I. , . I. . . . ,I
I I . . . . . . .10:10 625 477 467 109 ?1 t0 358 18 27 37 21 14.6 
 3.5 579 1287 3.8 3.4 4?7. 17
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . I. ... 

I --10:15 628 470 470 
- -I 

I ....107 92 8 361 17 27 37 21 14.6 3.1 600 1270 3.7 3.5 55X 19----------------------------- - -I ------ .....-- . III . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. .
 

lhusl; feed off, engine allowed to run down I --
-- - -- - -- ---- .. ....- -- --. -- -- -- I- - -- -- -- -- - -- - -- - - - - - .--I __----------... ----.. 

10:32 281 244 246 70 55 -2 176 15 27 29 
 21 2.7 1 200
 
-
I--- 27-23 2386 .. .. . I . . . . . . . . . I ....-I II - --... .I I. . .. .
 

10:375 7 27 2- 64 53 -1 174 
 11 27 29 21 2.9 1 160
 .. . . .II I I I .. .I .. .. . .. 

10:40 260 225 227 60 50 -2 167 10 27 28 21 1.5 .7 
... .. I...............I........I ........ I............ . . .... ,....,--I . ..
 

10:42 260 
 Engine stopped

....-I .... I " I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I - I - .. . .- l . . . . . . . .
 

'I
i-O
 



P ESSURE VARIATIONS IN WOf;KIIG SPACE AND CRANKCASE 

DATE: Oct.26. 1985 
RUN 

TIME. 09:30 

900 DISP, 18V 270 ° 360 0TD C 

LI ---5 

3 .. 

2 

T 
90 

Pisfonl 
1500 

B C 
2700 36( 

TIME: 09:35 

90- DISP, 160" 2709 360 °TDJC 
I 

_ _ _[ . 
7 

.6 _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ '___ _ _ _ _ _ 

"" 5 -- Ii 

Co 2 

0 
TDC 

90! 
1Pis Io0n BDEC 

270Z0" 360 



PRESSURE ARI..A1 IONS 

DATE: Oct.26. 198f5 
RUN 

TIIIE : 09:40 

90" DISP, 180" 

F-

IH ,WORiINi SPACEI 

2700 

AND CRANKCASIE; 

3600 TO C 

6 

C 

.. 

5 
" 4 

-----

" ... 

--...-... 9 . .. 

... . -.. z.z. 

c : 3 

2 

0" 
TDC 

90 
Pis tort 

10 
[ Dc 

2700 36, 

"-

7 

67 

90-
T I le: 09:45 

DISP, 1801 
I 

--------- -- -_..-.--

270" 
i 

__--=___.".I.___- - :- --

"3600 TOC 
-I~ 

- ____ 

3 

.. . ..... 

2 

06 

TDC 

909-180 

Piston BDO 

° a 270 36( 



PRESSURE VARIATIONS I14 WORKING SPACEi AIi1) C.[1ANKCASE 

DATE: Oct.26. 1985
 
RUN :
 

TIME: 09:46 Piston TDC before correcing 

90I DISP, I -
7 360- TD C180 270' 

__1__ _"_ _ 

7 

6 

"-"5 

ca 

co3 

2 -

0 9 0R 16 2700 360
TDc Piston BDEC 

TIME: 10:00 

90- DISP, 1800 2709 360 rD C 

7~~ --.-- --- -_ _ - __ _ _7
 

6
 

"--5 
Ln' 

O" 90 10 ' 270u 360
TDC Pislon BUc 



PRESSURE VARIATIONS 

DATE: Oct.26. 1985 
RUN : 

TIWE],: 10:05 

9 0 0 DISP, 1600 

IN WORlKIG SPACE 

270 ° 

AHD CRAIKCASE 

360r DC 

7 

2 

ca 

4 

3 

__ 

_ _ _ _ _ 

TUCE 
S6 

0'90 

Pistfort 

180Q" 

DG 

2700° 3 

2 

'900 

ItlE : 

DWSP, 

10:',10 

180" 2700 360° TOG 

rn 

m 3 

0" 90 1800 270 ° 36 
TDC Pis lor B DC 

--- :



DATE: 
RUN 

RFd.ESSURZE 

Oct.26. 

TIME: 

VAIATIONS IN 

1905 

10:46 Pistou 

WOIKING SPACE AND CIZA111WASE 

DC calibraLoon check 

7 

90" 
I 

DISP 130 
-I 

270" 
1] 

360" TDC 
1

6 

7"- -o- _ __ - . ---- o-. .......-- .... .. - _o_ _ __ _ 

m 3 

2 

TDC 
90 

Pis toil BDC 

__ 

2270 360 

TlME 



APPENDIX C
 

PHOTOGRAPHS
 

\Vk
 



Photograph No.1
 

Prototype set up for testing
 
in Bangladesh
 

Photograph No.2
 

Displacer, piston and linkage
 
of prototype engine
 



-A
 





Photograph No.3
 

First intermediate model
 

Photograph No.4
 

First intermediate model belted to large
 
water pump for loading. The elements of
 
a blower and water pump are at the side
 

but these designs were never used.
 



Photograph No.5
 

Displacer, piston and linkage of the first
 
intermediate model. The compressor piston
 

on the bellcrank was part of a design for a
 
built-in compressor that was not successful
 

Photograph No.6
 

The second intermediate model with the
 
locally brazed heater.
 







Photograph'No.7
 

The second intermediate model With the
 
external compressor belted to the Jack shaft
 

Photograph No.8
 

Operating the No.4 rice huller with the
 
second intermediate model
 



APPENDIX D
 

DESIGN DRAWINGS
 



-----------------------------------------------

INDEX TO DESIGN DRAWINGS
 

Page Drawing Figure
 

1 Engine Assembly 1 

2 Crankcase Assembly 2 

3 Heater Assembly 3 

4 Die for Heater Dome 
Clamping Ring 
Blank Before and After Forming 

4a 
4b 
4c 

5 Heater Flange 
Heater Regenerator Housing 
External Heater Fin 

5a 
5b 
5c 

6 Heater Can 
Internal Heat Exchanger 
Internal Liner 

6a 
6b 
6c 

7 Body 7 

8 Cooler 8 

9 Cylinder 9 

10 Spider 
Tube Guide 
Tube Guide Holder 
Tube Guide Retainer 

10a 
10b 
10c 
10d 

13 Crankcase Casting 11 

12 Crankcase Machining Dimensions 12 

13 Bearing Case 
Inner Bearing Cap 
Outer Bearing Cap 

13a 
13b 
13c 



Page Drawing Figure 

14 Crankshaft Assembly 
Crankshaft 
Lockwasher 
Outside Locknut 
Inside Locknut 
Crank Throw 
Locking Bolt 

14a 
14b 
14c 
14d 
14e 
14f 
14g 

15 Crankshaft Counterweight Casting 15 

16 Flywheel 16 

17 V-Belt Pulley 
Flat Belt Pulley 
Auxulliary Pulley 

17a 
17b 
17c 

18 Displacer Assembly 18 

19 Displacer Body 
Displacer Tube Flange 
Displacer Tube 
Displacer Rod 
Displacer Tube Ring 

19a 
19b 
19c 
19d 
19e 

20 Die for Displacer Dome 
Clamping Ring 

20a 
20b 

21 Piston Crown 
Piston Skirt 

21a 
21b 

22 Wrist Pin 
Wrist Pin Bracket 
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